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MADE IN
JAPAN

All Made in Japan, 
 Feel the relaxation of japanese lifestyle.



Togiya Knife & Scissors
Togiya have all kind of kitchen knife & scissors for you to choose, Chinese cleavers, Japanese 
kitchen knifes etc.. All Made by Japanese craftmans and with the extremely sharp blade, easily 
cut through meat and bone. Highly durable and rust-resistant high-quality stainless steel.

Chinese cleaver is a larger and heavier knife that can easily cut 
through bones and you do not have to worry about damaging the 
blade too much. It’ s good for chopping, slicing, and mincing tasks.

Chinese Cleaver

A Santoku knife is designed as an all-rounder for use in Japanese 
homes.The word Santoku in japanese means “three benefits", 
meaning that you can use it to cut meat, fish and vegetables

The Usuba is ideal for cutting vegetables and fruits, because the 
thin and sharp blade produces cut surfaces with very little cell 
damage, and this minimizes the discoloration and change in flavor 
often caused by oxidation. 

Carving scissors are easily recognized by their curved blades, 
works well in cutting raw meat, trimming fat, and even can be use 
to cut chicken bone. Can easily wash since the blade can be 
separate.

Japanese Usuba Knife

Japanese Santoku Knife 

Japanese Poultry Scissors



Togiya Kitchenware
All kinds of handy Japanese kitchenware, bring the japanese lifestyle to you and enjoy the 
"Made In Japan" quality .

Japan made synthetic rubber cutting board that made with 
Anti-scratch material to reduce food debris, more hygienic and 
prevent bacterial growing. The Flexible material preventing damage 
to blades. It is also Waterproof and oil-proof for easy cleaning.

Synthetic Rubber Cuttingboard

Using high quality cotton canvas which is highly Heat resistant. 
Since it is designed flexibility and comfort, it is also suitable for 
long-term use. 

Oven Mitt

Toyigya Japanese coffee & teapot that are made with high quality 
stainless steel, which is ery durable and unlikely to deform or rust.  
You can comfortably hold the teapot even if there is hot water in 
the teapot.

Japanese Coffee & Teapot

Whetstones are a type of stone used to sharpen knives. It is 
important to keep your kitchen knife sharpen, keep your tools in 
the best letting you work effective and safely.

Knife Whetstone



Togiya Beauty Tools
Different kind of Japanese personal care products, nail care products and ear care products 
are designed to help you with your daily cleaning more easily. 

Japanese nail clippers are generally much higher quality than normal nail clippers, with it’ s very sharp 
blades that are effective whilst still being safe and easy to use, and many of them include nail catchers 
to stop the clippings from making a mess. There are different type of nail clippers to select and 
Togiya’ s designed with a flexible handle that help you cut more easily and comfortably. With the 
magnifying glass, you can cutting more precisely.

Nail Clippers

The tweezers with hand-finished tips that have been individually sharpened and 
made by Japanese craftsmen to make sure the most accurate tweezing and 
brings excellent quality control. Very multipurpose and handy for your dailylife.

Tweezers

Different from nail clippers, nail nipper are the professional choice among 
pedicure tools and nail care instruments. You can cut your nail with more 
accurate positioning and more handy.

Nail Nipper

"Mimikaki" - Earpicking is a strong cultural aspect in Japan and there are 
many type of tools or earpicking. Using the true Japanese style earpick, you 
can enjoy the beauty of this traditional Japanese culture.

Earpick

Nail File used that can be used to gently grind down and shape the edges of 
nails. It is very good for manicures and pedicures after the nail has been 
trimmed using appropriate nail clippers.

Nail File


